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For many of us, Kama Sutra is still a mysterious and hidden manual for lovemaking that could

provide us with the secrets to infinite orgasms and long, prosperous relationships. In reality, the

Kama Sutra is a much subtler and more spiritual text than that, which has sometimes been lost in

our modern approach to it. In this book, the spiritual element of the original Kama Sutra that

promotes closeness and true intimacy is coupled with our modern love of experimentation and sex

positivity - creating a fun and streamlined approach to the Kama Sutra that is easy to follow,

inspiring, and full of exciting tips and positions to send your partner wild. Discover the rich history of

the Kama Sutra and how its original intentions can give a kick to your love life while also teaching

you how to respect your partner and truly explore him or her - in every sense possible. Teach

yourself how to be more present with a lover so you can have a deeper connection and understand

his or her physical and mental needs. Learn about 40 unique and inviting positions for you to try with

a partner as well as tips for success and making sure the positions work for you. Dirty talk is

something we all love in the throes of passion - even if we don't admit it - but it's also something we

aren't all great at. Many of us have tried and found ourselves blushing when our partner laughed at

our attempt. However, dirty talk is an important part of lovemaking, and, when used well, it can bring

us closer together and open up a relationship to exciting new avenues and more ferocious highs.
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I would recommend this book if you are looking for an effective way to gain some insight on your

long lived questions while gaining knowledge on ways that can actually help you succeed with

achieving habits that indirectly make you more sexual, attract the opposite sex effortlessly, get more



sex positions and examples.

Just the thing I needed. This book has some great sexual positions that you can actually do in bed

without being an acrobat or bending out of shape. It is a good way to spice things up a little and

have some fun with your partner. Not every position will suit everybody, but there is enough variety.

The illustrations are tasteful and not explicit at all so I recommend it for sure.The other book in this

bundle is Dirty Talk. I already have that one so I knew what it is about and I like that one too, but sex

positions book is more my preferred taste.

Nice and informative book .Back me my romantic relationship with my hubby..i learn many thing

from this book such as The Importance of a Healthy Sexual Relationship in a Couple, Keep the

Sexual Relationship Healt , Top Sexual Positions and How to Do Them,The G-Spot Stimulating Sex

Position, The Lotus Sex Position, Cowgirl Sex Position and many other important information's

.thanks Amanda Franklin for this nice book. I recommend the book, especially if you have not

previously faced similar guidelines.

Sex life is not just for pleasure. Sex between two people can directly affect their mood, happiness,

and relationship. The different types of sex that most on hear about, the author here suggest we put

into practice. I did so not really realize that this sort of position makes it much more intriguing and

you will experience legitimate full satisfaction. That book will be exactly what Iâ€™ve already been

waiting for now My partner and i gratefully content to are.

This comprehensive guide has two in 1 books that form the core in the sexual relationship with the

sex position and the dirty talk books fused together to give the concrete guide to a happy bedroom

routines. The book is a has explained the importance of dirty talk as well as the available positions

although every couple must know the right position for them.

Already bored of your sex life? Read this book. It entails about Kama sutra, its a naughty but

exciting concept that we've nearly all come across but something we also know very little about.

Kama Sutra is a series of sometimes terrifying and sometimes appealing sexual positions. This

book is your perfect guide to have an exciting and unique sex life.

A great and very helpful book for couples. In this book you will know how to be more present with a



lover so you can have a deeper connection and understand their physical and mental needs. You

will also learn about forty unique and inviting positions for you to try with a partner as well as tips for

success and making sure the positions work for you. I recommend this book.

This book is meant for those who would like to get to a higher level of intimacy with the partner. It is

not only about sex, it is more about getting closer. Kama sutra is not only new and exciting sex

positions, it is getting more profound relationship with your partner. It sees sex as communication

with your partner, and all that for the aim of getting more trust and getting closer to your partner.The

book starts with what Kama sutra is, how to start practicing Kama sutra..There are also 40 positions

that include the knee rock, the turtle, the dog, the hollywood, the lotus.. and many more.Second

book is about dirty talk, all that meant to make your love making spacier and better for both.
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